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Key Takeaways


US equities remain expensive while the equities of emerging market countries and developed international
countries have more attractive valuation levels albeit with commensurate levels of risk



In the US, corporate profits must increase to justify inflated stock prices or else a correction is inevitable



The fortunes of emerging market countries remain closely tied to energy prices



A federal reserve rate hike is now likely off the table for 2016; central banks around the world are likely to
continue to be accommodative while keeping an eye on contagion risk in the wake of BREXIT



Oil prices rallied to over $50 a barrel in the beginning of June before backing off on BREXIT news; we have a
positive outlook for oil prices but heightened global inventories, high OPEC production levels and subdued
Chinese oil demand remain near-term concerns for oil prices



At this time the risk for global markets is contagion within the EU triggered by further departures by
member countries; preventing this contagion will be a priority for member country leaders and a primary
point of focus for us as we progress through 2016



We continue to favor international stocks within equities and high yield municipal bonds within the fixed
income markets due to the strong fundamentals of these asset classes

Source: Morningstar & Bloomberg

Second Quarter 2016
Commentary
US stocks finished the quarter ahead while international equities had mixed results. The big news this quarter was the UK’s
decision to exit the European Union; a decision that market participants were not expecting. In the immediate aftermath of the
decision global investors fled to safety causing bond yields and stock prices to plummet across the world. Some $2 trillion in
asset values were erased and the pound fell to its lowest level against the dollar since 1985. As the quarter came to a close,
however, markets across the world began to rebound.
For the quarter, US stocks gained 2.5% while international developed stocks lost approximately 1.5% and emerging market
equities remained flat with a 0.7% increase. US bonds gained 2.2% while international bonds gained 3.4%. Commodities were up
13.48% for the quarter.
The US equity market continues to be defined by irrational bullishness driven by the Federal Reserve’s accommodative stance.
Corporate earnings in the US will need to catch up to the heightened valuations of stocks or a correction is inevitable. Across
the pond, the EU is having its own woes. Apart from the UK’s departure, the European banking sector is struggling due to the
low interest rate environment in the region. Oil prices rallied to over $50 a barrel in the beginning of June before backing off on
BREXIT news; we have a positive outlook for oil prices but heightened global inventories, high OPEC production levels and
subdued Chinese oil demand remain near-term concerns for oil prices.
At this time the risk for global markets is contagion within the EU triggered by further departures by member countries;
preventing this contagion will be a priority for member country leaders and a primary point of focus for us as we progress
through 2016.

Data taken from Morningstar

Asset Classes

Stocks outside the US are expected to have the highest return, with emerging market
equities leading the charge.

Asset Classes – Equities

Source: Research Affiliates as of 6/30/2016

Global Equities – Outlook
Stock Market Valuation (0=Fair Value)
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Based on the Cyclically Adjusted Price Earnings (CAPE) ratio The US equity market is approximately 42%
overvalued while developed international countries’ equities are 46% undervalued, and emerging market
countries’ equities are 47% undervalued. As a result, we have tilted out of US stocks as we view them as
overpriced and unfavorable and tilted into the stock markets of developed international and emerging
market countries.

Asset Classes – Fixed Income

Created by Sherpa Investment Management

Fixed Income – Outlook
•

High demand for government bonds around the world have pushed these bonds into overvalued
territory warranting caution in this asset class

•

When interest rates inevitably rise, longer-term bonds will be negatively impacted more than
shorter-term bonds; as a result, we prefer shorter maturity bonds

•

We favor international and emerging market bonds due to more favorable monetary policy overseas

•

We forecast that the US dollar will continue to strengthen against most foreign currencies. This
means that when interest is paid in foreign currencies these currencies will buy fewer dollars upon
conversion. Monetary easing in most countries is causing capital to flow out of these countries,
resulting in lower currency values. As a result, we have hedged (removed) our client’s exposure to
foreign currencies.

Fixed Income – Outlook

In the bond space, emerging market bonds denominated in local (emerging market) currencies
are expected to have the highest return with commensurate risk.

Fixed Income – Outlook

Source: Research Affiliates as of 6/30/2016
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